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High rate dc magnetron sputtering
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Conventional balanced dc magnetron usually operates at discharge power density up

to 60 W/cm

2

 in sputtering region and metal deposition rate 2-3 mcm/min. To increase

deposition rate the increased target voltage is needed following by higher plasma

density and inevitable enhanced target thermal loading. This can lead to the

overheating and melting of sputtering target [1]. Furthermore, since the magnetron

discharge operates in abnormal mode, increased voltage drives it to the border of

instability which results in an uncontrolled arc discharge [2]. Recently developed pulse

sputtering systems with power density ~1000 W/cm

2 

have deposition rate 25-35% less

than dc magnetrons [3]. Therefore there is a need in developing the conventional

magnetron sputtering processes to increase deposition rate, metal ionization and

minimize discharge instabilities [3]. This task can be solved by the improved cathode

cooling. For this purpose high effective dynamic cooling system with moving water

layer pressed tightly to the cooling surface was created. Such a design suppresses

steam generation, eliminates stagnation areas and scale and provides enhanced heat

exchange. In case of high thermoconductivity targets the cathode surface

temperatures does not exceed 350-400 

0

C for immovable magnetic system at power

density 500 W/cm

2 

and 3000 W/cm

2 

for movable one. As a result, stable function of

sputtering system with deposition rate of 2-15 mcm/min during 6-8 hours continuous

running is secured. At the power densities attained the substantial part of sputtered

atoms are ionized and self-sputtering becomes possible.The main features, electrical

and optical characteristics of high rate dc magnetron discharge along with samples of

obtained coating will be presented.
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